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Let F be a function from { 0, I}” into itself whose components are symmetric threshold func- 
tions. We give a general bound on the transient length for a sequential iteration on F. For this 
we use a monotonic operator analogous to the spin glass interaction energy (see in a similar con- 
text [l, 31). 
1. Definitions 
Let F: {O,l}“+{O, l}” b e a mapping whose components, fi,fi, . . . , f,, are 
threshold functions: 
Vi(l,...,n), VXE (0, l}“, 
.6(x) = 
1 if i LZijXj_8iZO, 
/=I 
0 otherwise. 
where A = (ati) is a real n x n symmetric matrix and (0,) . . . ,8,) is the real threshold 
vector. 
It is easy to see that, for any J there exists another threshold Qi such that: 
i 
1 if f aijXj-~i>O, 
A(X)= 
j=l 
0 if i C7ijXj-f?i<O. 
,=I 
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We shall say that t$ is a strict threshold. In the following we always assume that 
functions h are defined by strict threshold. 
The sequential iteration associated with F is defined by: 
xi(t+l)=J(x,(t+l) ,..., xi-l(t+l),xj(t) ,..., x,(t)), 
teN, x(0) E (0, l}“, iE{l,...,n}. 
Clearly, since (0, l}” is a finite set, all the trajectories, (x(t))t20 of the sequential 
iteration are ultimately periodic. Hence, for every XE (0, 11” there exist numbers 
p(x), t(x), called respectively the cycle and the transient lengths, such that: 
x(t+p(x))=x(t) for any tz t(x), 
and 
x(t + 4) +x(t) for any t < t(x) or O<q<p(x). 
We denote T(F) = Max{ t(x) 1 XE (41)” }, and call it the transient length of F. 
The energy associated with the sequential iteration on F is the function 
E : (0, l}” + fR, defined by: 
1 ” n 
VXE (0, l}“, E(x)=-2 is “ijg, a,jxj+iz (~;-a;;)%. 
For any trajectory (x(t)& we will denote E(t) = E(x(t)). 
2. A general bound on T(F) 
Lemma 1. If A = (au) is a symmetric matrix with non-negative diagonal elements, 
then: 
x(t+ I)#x(t) * E(t+ l)<E(t). 
Proof. Let A,E=E(t + 1) -E(t). The sequential iteration on F at time t can be 
decomposed into n successive steps, where at time t +i/n, element i only changes 
state, that is to say: 
x(0 = (Xl (tX . * * , 42 (Oh 
x =(x1(t+l) ,...) xk(t+l),Xk+,(t) ,..., x,(t)), l<kln. 
Hence 
A,E=$,E(t+i)-E(t+y)) 
and, since A is symmetric: 
A,E= i xk t+k ke,( ( n)-Xh(f+~))(m~kakjxj(t+~)+ekmakk). 
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Since, for any k E { 1, . . . , n}, fk has a strict threshold and ~20, it follows that: 
x(t+ ;) .,(t+ y) * &E<O. 
thus, x(t)#x(t+ 1) implies d,E<O. q 
This lemma gives another direct proof that all the trajectories may only have fixed 
points as limit cycles [2]. 
Lemma 2. If A is a symmetric matrix with non-negative diagonal elements, then: 
T(F)5 & j!I (Lj C, laijl+ I% + 14) 
I 1 Jfl 
with E(F) = Min{ 1 E(x(t)) - E(x(t + 1) I : x(0) E (0, l)“, x(t) #x(t + l)}. 
Proof. It is easy to see that for any XE (0, l}” 
-i $, ii aij+ $, ~i-i~l%~E(x~~-~ itI Jl, %+ jI, 0,. 
%,>O 9, <o qj<o e, > 0 
On the other hand, for t < t(x), x(t + 1) #x(t) implies Id,E I 2 E(F) > 0, and thus 
from Lemma 1: 
A uniform bound on c(F) can be obtained when ati EZ: suppose that 8; E 
[ki,kj+r[, kjEZ, for any iE{i,... ,n}, then, each function fj may be defined by a 
strict threshold k, + +. 
Hence we can assume that 13; - 3 E Z. 
Theorem. If A is symmetric integer matrix with non-negative diagonal elements, 
then: 
W’)~ i: c laul+2( i lajj/ + ,fl I’$ 
i=, J’ti i=l 
Proof. Since, 
otherwise 
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foranykE{l,..., n}, from the preceeding comments we conclude that e(F) 2 3 and 
from Lemma 2, we obtain the result. 0 
An interesting particular case with applications to group dynamics and spin glass 
simulations [ 1,2], corresponds to a0 E { - 1, 0, 1 }: 
Corollary. Zf A is a symmetric matrix with ati E { - 1, 0, 1) for any i, j E { 1, . . . , n} 
and non-negative diagonal elements, then: 
T(F) % 3 i 1 V(i) I+ 2 i 1 Oii 1 I n(3n - l)(quadratic bound) 
i=l i=l 
where ~P’(i)l=card(j~{l,...,n}~ati#O,j#i}. 
Furthermore, if I V(i) I I K for i E 1, . . . , n}, then T(F) 5 (3K+ 2)n (linear bound). 
Proof. If Bi $ [- 1 V(i)l, I V(i)l] the ith cell is fixed by the sequential iteration in one 
step. 
If Bi E [- I V(i)l, 1 V(i)/] the bounds follow from the theorem. 0 
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